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INTRODUCTION
In a recent article in the Journal of Political
Economy [5], Edgar Feige and Douglas

Pea~ce

tested the

causal relationship between the rate of inflation and
several measures of monetary and fiscal action.

To

their surprise [5, p. 519], Feige and Pearce found no
evidepce suggesting a causal link between the growth in
the money supply and the rate of inflation.
In this paper I will show three weaknesses in their
analysis.

In the first place, the rnethcd they used can-

not detect some types of dependence.

Second, they did

not hold ccnstant other factors that could affect the
rate of inflation.

And

fi~ally,

the hypothesis they

tested does not correspond to any economic theory that
implies a link between money and prices.
I will briefly discuss the technique Feige and
Pearce used and some of the results they obtained.

Then

in the next three sections 0£ the paper, I will discuss
in detail the three weakne.sses in tl1eir method.

Finally,

I will present a more ccwplete model of the.relationship
between money and prices.

The technique they used is based on the time-series

method of Box and Jenkins [2].

It was developed by
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Haugh [8] to reduce the apparent correlation between two
independent time-series that results solely because each
(See [3],

time-series is autocorrelated.

detailed discussions of this problem.)

[8]

and (9] for

Put simply, th8

method eliminates all the autocorrelation from a timeseries by determining how current values of the series
are related to past values.

This systematic part of the

time-series is then removed by forming a prediction for
each observation that is based only on the past hlstory.
The remaining error (i.e., the difference between the
actual and the predicted values)

is purely random -- it is

uncorrelated with the error in any other period.
What Feige and Pearce did was generate a set of these
random errors for the rate of inflation and several monetary aggregates and a fiscal measure.

Then they correlated

the errors in the rate of in:lation with the errors in the
rate of growth in each of the other variables.
Table I

sh0ws two of tbe models that Feige and Pearce
one for the quarterly rate of change in the

estimated:

wholesale price ifidex ana

th~

othe~

for the quarterly rate

of change in cu:n:·ency plus d2mand deposits

(Hl}.

Altho-.igh

Feige and Pearce estimated models for other variables, I
h<!V'.~

;:;hown

ship

bf~t'ivecm

the~;e

two bcca11se I will c.1iscus::; the relation-

th8se va:ci.ables later i.n ·:.he paper.
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TABLE I
ESTIMATED TIME-SERIES MODELS FROM FEIGE AND PEARCE
(With 95% confidence interval)
Wholesale price index:
4
(l-B )
Q= 2 8 • 7 7

(l-.300B)pt
+.231

Quarterly <la.ta from 1953 III to
1971 II
.039+(1-.693B 4 )at
+.028
+.189

=

( 3 7 d • f. )

Currency plus demand deposits:

Quarterly data from 1953 I I
to 1971 I I

2
(l-B 4 ) (1-B) (l-.705B+.291E )mlt
+.224 +.270

=

(l-.835B)
+.197

(l-.535B 4 )a++.278
-

Q"-' 2 2. 4 2 ( 3 6 d. f. )

where Pt is the quarter-to-quarter pe~:-centage change
in the wholesale price index,
mlt is the quarter-to-quarter percentage change
in Ml (currency plus demand deposits),
at is a random error,
B is a backshift operator -- defined as Bix=x

.
t-1'

and Q is a measure of randomness --- distributed
as a Chi-squared.
Source:

Feige and Pearce [SJ, pp. 505 and 512.
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A few words m:Cght shed some light on what these two
equations mean.
ferenced.

First, both variables are seasonally dif-

That is, the observation is the rate of growth

in a given quarter minus the rate of growth in the same
quarter one year earlier.

This differencing is represented

by the expression (l-B4) where B is a backshift operator
defined as eixt=xt-i•

Addit~onally, the money series is

differenced from one quarter to the next:

this is shown as

(1-B).
The next term in each equation represents the autoregressive structure of the transformed (differenced)
variables:

the price variable is taken to be a first order

autoregressive process: the money variable is a second
order autoregressive process.
The right hand side of each equation gives the moving
average error specification.

The price variable has a

constant and a first order seasonal moving average error
structure.

Money has a first order regular moving average

and a first order seasonal moving average error structure.
These equations can be interpreted as the best
predictors of the growth in prices and money given only the

past history of each variable.

The error term, at, is the

part of each observation that cannot be accounted for by
the past history.

These a;cc the va:i.ucs t:.hat Fei9e and

Pearce used to test the

rel~tionship

between money and
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prices.

Each set should be purely ra.ndom:

as a test for

randomness, the value of Q for each equation can be compared to the Chi-squared distribution.

In beth cases, the

value of Q is less than the critical value at the 95% level
-- indicating randomness.

Since the errors in these two

series were not correlated at lags up to twelve quarters,
Feige and Pearce could not reject the hypothesis that the
rate of inflation is causally independent of the rate of
growth in the money supply.

I will now show the weaknesses

of their approach.
RELATIONSHIPS LOST:

THE REMOVAL OF RELEVANT

INFORW~TION

The method Feige and Pearce used disregards three
types of information about the relationship between variables.

First, the long run trend is removed.

seasonal variation is removed.

Second,

And finally, information

contained in the past history is removed.

Let me turn now

to a discussion of how the removal of this information can
reduce the observed re la tioJ'1ship between two variables.
Consider first the long run trends.

The fir.·st step

in the Rox-Jenkins method is the removal of any trend in
the data.

the series.

This is usually accomplished by differencing
Th~s,

on th2 ave::. age eif

if both prices &nd money were growing
~;~~

a yE:u.r.. t.he first_ etep in this method

u:; to d h,;c ..::rd this i.Df o~rna.t..i.on.

'l'he rationale behind this
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is that one cannot say whether the c9rruTii..1n growth rate is
evidence of money growth "causing" growth in prices or
vice versa; furthermore, there is the possibility that a
third factor is causing both to grow at this rate while
money and prices are independent.

For these reasons, one

must be careful when interpreting the common trend; but,
elimination of the trend will make any longer run

rel~tion-

ship between.the variables hard to observe.
Similarly, removal of seasonal variation eliminates
variation that is common to both variables.

Once again,

since one cannot attribute the shared seasonal pattern to
one variable or the other, the solution is:

throw it out.

It turns out, however, that the results of this method
are affected somewhat by the method selected to remove the
seasonal pattern.

David Pierce reports such difficulties

in a recent article [11].

He used

for removing seasor.ality:

subtracting seasonal means and

taking seasonal differences.

t~o

different methods

Either method can be used

and the results uhould not depend on which is chosen.
He reports, however, "Also bothersome was a lack of cross
correlation, at lag zero, of the two sets of residuals
from the demand deposit series filtered in each way,
suggesting that the determini.stic detren<ling/deseasonalization procedure possibly took too much out of the
eo ~
oc

r 1·

0 .._.
"
~-a-'•

[

~l. ..L1
~

p. • 19]

Loosel.y

~ranslated,

this means that
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the demand deposits variable was made to be independent of
itself in the current period by applying two appropriate
methods of adjustment.
The final type of information removed from the data
is information contained in the past history of each
series.

Now under the v.ssumption of' independence of the

two series, nothing is lost:

the history will not contain

any information about the other variable.

But, the first

step in Feige and Pearce's method removes all the information contained in the past history of the rate of inflation
-- even information that comes about because of changes in
the money supply.

If, for example, the rate of inflation

adjusts to changes in thP. growth ra.te of the money supply,
the adjustment is attributed to past history of
The second step in their

inflatio~.

can only try to pick up

~~ocess

the period when a change in money first starts to influence
prices.

If the initial influence is consistent, the second

step will show significant correlation and independence
can be rejected.

But, if the timing of the initial effect

is irregular, it is possihlr; that

nc.~

signi:f.icant correla-

tion would be found between the two sets of residuals

generated in tre f lrst
An example shouJ.d

:3 i.. o.c1(!.

clarj~y

this point.

Suppose the

government an:::iounces in No?c.mbe:;:- it.s intention to print

200

rnillic~

br2nd new $50 tills

d~d

mail them out next
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April.

Nothing has happened to the money supply:

Feige

and Pearce will not uncover a "surprise" in the money
growth rate until April.
that long.

The rest of us need not wait

If the announcement of this policy causes

individuals to expect prices to rise in the future, some
may attempt to buy now before prices become higher.

This

attempt to adjust purchases could cause prices to rise now.
In this case, the unpredictable rise in prices starts
five months before the "unpredictable" rise in the money
supply.

The government. is not always so eager to announce

such a policy -- usually there is no announcement.

But, if

increases in the money supply affect prices, and it pays
to predict prices, then it will pay to predict increases in
the money supply.

Under these circumstances, unpredictable

increases in prices would occur when the market changed
its prediction

~f

money growth not necessarily when actual

changes in money growth occur.
The length of time may vary between when a change in
money gr.owch happens ancJ wher;. the market was able to predict
the change.

If

s~,

the timing of the

prices will vary as well.

initi~l

response of

This possible vnriation in the

short run response makes it important to capture the longer
run effects as well to sec the true relationship between

money and prices.

The 10nger run response is, however,

virtually eliminated in their method.
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Another problem with their method is that the distribution of the cross-correlation coefficients was calculated
under the assumption of independence of the two series.

It

is possible that the procedure will remove some actual
correlation in the first step.

In his paper describing the

method, Haugh warns, "It also needs to be emphasized perhaps that the asymptotic distribution discussed here
assumes the independence of the two series.

Hence, the

simple distribution discussed is not appropriate when real
cross-correlation of some magnitude exists.''

[8, p. 384]

As a final indication of the loss of information in
this method, le"L me note that: the method requires that the
series be stationary.

This means that there can be no

major changes in the series.

This

~equirement

every episods of substantial inflation.

eliminates

To illustrate

this, I have graphed the growth rate in prices from 1946
to 1976:

this is shown in Figure 1.

The vertical lines

on the graph delineate the period Feige and Pearce used.
As can be seen in the graph, this is a period of fairly
stabl€ prices:
ignorec14

every majo:: period of inflation has been

Though these periods are the most likely to

result from excess monetary
eval·,rntec.~

exp~nsion,

they cannot be

with Feige and Pearce's r.1ethod.

This severly

limits the usefuJ.ness of thei!.· procednre in detecting the

effects of money growth on inflation.
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OMITTED VARIABLES:
THE ;:•ROBLEM OF NOT HOLDING CONSTANT
OTHER FACTORS •rtt.Nr l1FFECT PR'..C:CS

Feige and Pearce test whether a single variable, say
the growth in Ml (currency plus demand deposits)

is able

to improve the prediction of inflation based solely on the
past history of inflation.

They do not, however, hold

constant any other factors that may affect prices in order
to isolate the effect of money growth alone on prices.
A simple example will clarify this point.

Suppose

price increases are influenced by both money supply
increases and by output increases (measured at constant
prices).

Suppose further that the true relationship is

that a 1% increase in real output decreasGs prices by 1%,
and that a 1% increase in the money supply increases prices

by 1%.

If money and output tend to move together, then

it is likely that no relationship

~ould

be revealed

when only the money supply is accounted for:

if each

change in the money supply were matched by an equal change
in onl:put, there would be no change in prices predicted by
this simple model.
From this

discussio~,

it follows that if the link

betw8en money and prices i3 altered or weakened by movements in other variables, then failing to take these
movements into account wL1.l x:educe or

eve~1

eliminute

the observed rc1a t.ions.hii) Le tween money c::.nd prices.

In
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the next section, I will present n ciodel stating that
changes in the money supply affect either prices or real
output.
crease

An implication of this model is that if an ini~

the money supply increases real output, then

no increase in prices need be expected.

Further, I will

pre::sent some evidence indicaeLng that unexpected changes
in th.c grm-1th rate of money are

followe~

by changes in

real output tather than prices, and that expected changes
in the growth rate of mo:r.ey affect prices.

('l'his is con-

sistent Kit.h the results found by Barro [l]).

Given these

results it is not surprising that Feige and Pearce found no
significant correlation between unexpected changes in the
money SU!)ply ar.<l unE?Xpect.ed changes in prices -- if the

nodel is valid, no such correlation would be predicted.
Let us turn now to this model.
·rrm

Rr.:LNI'IO!'~SHIP

BE:'l'WEEN MONEY AND PRICES

Bsforc empirically
eff~ct

test:~ng

hypotheses about the

on prices of changes in the raoney supply, it is

neceGs8~Y

to

fc~mulate

a theoretical link

b~tween

money

and pricet-: C!rld ,;:.CJ shov.' ti:1at. i::he. hypot.hes,:::[,; being tested

?.re cor:s :i :-:;-Cent.
follc•,:

J.c"~) ical

re.jectii;;_J t.lv:'
n:cdel.

~.\7 :;.th

the

·~:r.<.::;ciry.

If a hypothesis does not

J.y fro:.it ·c ~.t<:~ U1 ·~o·cctj_cal mode]., then
r":~·r;oth.(·:si~.:

de:::.;_; riot. :::.icJ:.1est rejecting the
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To show that Feige and Pearce have cast little doubt
on the influence of money on prices, I will now present,
briefly, a theoretical model of this influence and show
that the relationship Feige and Pearce tested is not
implied by this model.

(For a more completely specified

model of the impact of money on the economy, see Milton
Friedman [6].)
The theory that money affects prices stems fr.om the
idea that the flow of goods and services can be viewed in
two equivalent ways:

as the value of the goods and

services sold or as the amount of the madium of exchange
used to purchase the goods and services.
t~. .;o

Equating these

measures yields what is called the quantity equation:

(1)

MV

= PQ

where M is the average stock of money,
V is velocity -- the average number of times

unit of money is used to purchase goods and
services,

a

P is a weighted average of the prices of all
goods and services,

and Q is the quantity of all goods and services sold.
The quantity M\7 is tl".e

·./alu~

goods and services during the

of money :-:::ed to buy

obser~ation

period; the

quantity PQ is the value of the goods e::;w1 services sold
during thnt period.
must be equal:

By definition, these two measures

tha quantity

behavioral relationshi?.

equatj.o~i

is an identity not a

-14-

Expression(l) can be transformed to show the relationship between the growth rates of the individual components.
By taking logs of both sides of equation (1) and differentiating with respect to time, the following relationship
holds:

{2)

m+ v

=p

+ q

+ q

-

or equivalently,
(2')

m::;: p

v

where m is the growth rate of the stock of money,
v is the growth rate of the velocity of money,
p is the growth rate or the aggregate price

level,

and q is the growth rate of real output.

This does not yet. imply a link between growth in the
money supply and growth in prices.

It states only that an

increase in the rnoney supply must be met with an increase
in prices, an increase in output, or a decrease in the use

of money -- velocity.

Clearly, more is needed than this

simple expression to posit a link between money and prices:
some proposi t.io1i abou-:: the 2£ feet c·f

:rr,c~ey

velocity and output is needed.

propos~tion

This

supply on
is that

growtr. of velocity and q:r.:ov.'th ·-Jf i:-sn.l. output are, in the
long run,

unaf~actcd

by gr0wth c[ the

money suoply.

Justification for th is ;:j.roposi t5.on can be found in
Friedman [7, p. 132] and

Mi=h~el Dar~y

[4, p. 104].

They
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assert that growth in velocity and output depends on such
things as growth in population, improving technology, real
rates of return, etc. rather than the number of dollar bills
in circulation.
This holds only in the long run, however.

During the

adjustment to changing ratf!S of money growth, the growth in
velocity or output can change.

The growth wil.l eventually

return to the rate determined by the real factors mentioned
earlier.

If this assertion is true, eventually the rate of

growth of prices will match the rate of growth of the money
supply.

It is important to emphasize that this need not be

the case if growth in velocity or output occurs for some
Only when the growth rates for velocity and output

time.

return to their Jong run vaJ.ues is the rate of inflation
expected to match the rate of 0rowth of the money supply.
Furthermore, ~othing in the preceeding analysis suggests that

af fee ts

o~ly

pric(.~S.

the rate of growth of the money supply
· ithc:r f :>ctor s

(for ex:unple re:.duced output

during a·pcriod of severe w~nth0r, higher rates of capacity
utilization than economically optimal, and cartel agreements

~m0ng

producers) can temporarily change the growth

in prices or even result in a permanently higher level of

pri.ces.J Although these factors ar~ not expcc~ed to have
a

cocti~uing

effect on the rate of infJ.ation (see
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Darby [4, p. 126] and Karnowsky [10, p. 18] for example),
they can result in short run deviations of inflation from
the rate predicted by monetary growth alone.

These factors

can be quite important in predicting short run changes in
the price level, as will be shown in the final section.
Having outlined a theoretical link between money and
prices, I will turn now to a discussion of whether the
hypothesis tested by Feige and Pearce is an expected outcome in this framework.
discussion:

A

few numbe:rs may help in this

let us a.ssume that the money supply is growing

at 6% a year, velocity is consta!*Jt, real output ir: grc,wing
at 2% a year, and prices are growing at 4% a year.

These

growth rates are consistent with the quantity equation in
the g:r.owth rate form.

Now

suppose

that~

at the end of a

quarter, published figures show that the money supply is
2% higher than at the end of the previous quarter.

Is the

inform?.tion that money growth was higher than expected
enough to predict that the growth in prices will be high2r
from some quarter to the next?

The answer is no

pricf>s

need never deviate from their previous growth path if,
for instance, noney growth were lower in the following
qua:r:ter and i:idividuals men:ly adjusted temporarily their

holdings cf money.

Even if the growth in money stayed at

tho highsr rate, it would be difficult to predict when the
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effect on prices would begin.

Only after the growth rates

of output and velocity returned to their long-run values
of 2% and 0% would the quantity equation require that
prices grow faster than before.

The delay between a

change in the rate of money growth and a change in the
rate of inflation will depend on whether output or
velocity changes and, if so, for how long.
The quantity equation simply does not re1uire a link
betweeen random variations in the growth rate of money and
random variations in inflation; yet, this is the relationship that Feige and Pearce are looking for.

As a simple

test of how random variations in money growth affect other
variables, I have separated money growth rate into two
components:

that which can be predicted from the past

his-::ory and that which cannot.

To do this, I used a method

that is similar to that used by Feige and Pearce.
I

Then,

regressed the growth rates of output, velocity, and

prices on these two components of money growth (lagged
one quarter) and the dependent variable lagged one and two
quarters.

Before I give a more detailed description of

the t.est and the estimu.ted equations, let me summarize the
findings.

I found that the unexpected part of money growth

has a posit:'!.. Ve effect·. on the grouth in output, a negat.ive
effect on the growth in velocity, anj virtually no effect

on the :cate of inflati'.:m.

Fnrtl-Je:r:-mon~,

I found that the
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expected part of money

g~owth

affects prices and not output

(Again, see Barro [1) for further evidence

or velocity.

on this relationship.)
To separate money growth rate into the predicted and
unpredicted components, I ran the following regression on
quarterly data from 1948 III to 1975 III:
m

=

.004+l.33m(-l)-0.44m(-2)+ em +0.29em(-l)
(3.122)(16.18)
(-5.38)

2
R =.88

·

where m is the change in the log of Ml from one year
earlier, and
em is a random error.
This equation represer:.ts a simple model where the
prediction of the growth rate of money is formed on the
basis of the previous two values and the error in the
prediction in the last period.*

The fitted values of this

equation were taken as the predictable part of money
growth and the residual was taken to be the unpredictable
part.

These components wlll be labeled me and mu.
To see if these components were able to improve the

predictions of the growth in the

o~her

variables, I ran

the follov1ing equations from 1950 III to 19i:i III:

met-_ hod Feige c_nd Pearce used
shouJ.cl give bei-.tcr p.::-edict.ions, I have used the .simpler
regress ion r.1ethou .
This iE'. because the nox-Jenkins method
*Tho"11~)I-l-the Bo~:--a en kins

has no clear-cut rules for selecting th~ best model. For
this reason, r.~!::ul ts c. n~ obtaineu by trial-and-error:
to
avoid this arbitrari~ess, I used or~inary regression.

,-19-

=

q

0.0098
(3.91)

+0.612mu(-l)-0.049m~(-l}+l.54q(-l}-0.72q(-2}

(2.64)

+ e
2

q

(-1.01) -

(23.83}

(-10.48)

-0.39e (-1)
q

R =.93

v =-0.007 -0.34m (-1) +0.03m (-1) +l.57v(-l) -0.78v(-2)
(-4.21) (-l.57)u
(0.77)e
(27.61}
(-13.67)
2
R =.93

p =-0.002 +0.24m (-1) +0.13m (-1) +l.65p(-l) -0.77p(-2)
(-0.74) (l.04)u
(2.36)e
(25.63)
(-11.93)
+ep -0.37ep(-l)

where

q is measured as the change in the log of
GNP(l958 $) from the same quarter one year
earlier,

v is measured as the change in the log of
velocity from the same quarter one year
earlier,
p is the change in the log of the wholesale
price index from the same quarter one year
earlier,
and, e , e , and e are random errors.
q
v
p
These equations are not meant to be complete specifications of the determinants of the dependent variablesi
nor should my breakdown of money growth

yieJ~

the best

measurc>s of expected and unexpected chang·es since it ig:::i.ores
ether information that could help predict money growth.
( See Barro [l] or Trannar and Trapani [13] for examples of

better predictors of :no.ncy growth.)

~:he

resl.Al ts shown in
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the three equations above certainly suggest that the unexpected changes in money growth have a more consistent
effect on output and velocity than on prices.

It would

also suggest that the relationship between money and prices
cannot be fully investigated without taking other factors
into account.

I

will present an equation for predicting

prices that takes other influences into account.
THE RELATIONSHIP REVISITED
The relationship given below is net intended to be a
complete model of the determinants of the price level:

it

contains no current values of the independent variables.
Rather, it is intended ns a way of predicting short run
(from one quarter to the next) changes in the wholesale
price index using only information that is available at the
time the prediction is made.

The .Purpose is to test whether

the prediction formed using all the available information
is better than the prediction formed using only the past
history of prices.
This, toe, was tbe purpose of I<'eige a:-id Pe2.rce' s
papc:i:·.

.My approae:h

important

ways~

1

hc ..:e\'er, d.i.f fe:rs tcom theirs in tv.-o

l} It lets more than a single variable

influence the prediction of price changes, and 2) It
forms a nr0<liction of nrice
L

L

~asea

0n

~11

the variables
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at the same time rather than by first forming a prediction based on past prices and then examining whether the
extra variables explain much of the remaining error.
Description of the Model
The dependent variable -- the variable to be predicted -- is the growth rate of the wholesale price index.
This is measured as the change in the log of the
price index from one quarter to the next.

whol~sale

Lagged values

of the dependent variable were also included in the
regression equation.

This was meant to pick up any syste-

matic adjustment that is not accounted for by the other
independent variables.
Also held constant in t:he equa':.ion were the growth
rate of real output, q,

(measured as the change in the log

of GNP (1958 dollars) from the previous quarter); the
rate of capacity utilization in manufacturing, u,
and, the growth rate of unit
the change in the log of
quarter).

l~bor

uni~

costs, c,

(measured as

Each variable was included at lags of 1, 2, 3,

chang(~s

adju~tment

over

ir1 the.Fe var ic.blss.

Finally, I tncludec1 th{O:
supply.

logs)~

Jobor costs from the previous

4 and 5 quarters ir order to capture any
tin1e to

(in

I ha.d int.ended. to

values of the growth tate.

grow~J:~

:Lnclu<'~e

:--:ata of the money

a. ser. ies of lagged

This wa5 not feasible, however,

because of extreme muJti·-cc1lincarity.

To avoid this
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problem, I measured money growth rate, m, as the average of
the growth rates in the past two years.

Besides not having

the problem of multi-collinearity, this measure is perhaps
more consistent with the earlier evidence that expected
money growth affects prices and unexpected growth affects
The average of the rates is taken to be an

output.

approximation of the expected part of money growth.*
The equation was estimated from 1953 I I to 1975 I I I
and the following results were

p

=

obtained~

0.009-0.094q(-l)-0.557q(-2)-0.512q(-3)+0.188q(-4)
(1.02)(-0.37)
(-2.17)
(-·J..92)
(0.71)
+0.15q(-5)+0.198c(-l)-0.441c(-2)-0.504c(-3)
(l.14)
(1.07)
(-2.57)
(-2.84)
- 0 • 0 7 2 c ( ·· 4 ) + \J • ;! 19 c ( - 5 ) + 0 • 18 8 u ( - l ) - 0 • 0 6 2 n ( ·- 2 )

(1.27}

(-·0.40)

(2.03)

(-0.52)

+0.103u(-3)-o.~Jlu(-4)+0.G24u(-5)+0.006p(-l)

(0.84)

(-1.83)

(0.25)

(0.05)

+0.25p(-2)+0.047p(-3)+0.309p(-4)+0.210p(-5)
(2.27)
(0.37)
(2.68)
(1.53)
+o.9oomc-1)
(2.35)

-2
R ;.579
where all variables are measured as stated in the

text, c..nd t-stat.isti_cs are given in parenthesis.
*As an alternative, I divided money growth into two
parts: the average growth from one year earlier and the
average growth from two years earl.ier to one year
earlier. 'l'he results of th :i ~, equ;1 tioa; shown in the
Appendix; were sirni lar 2zc ,=.:pl: -that only the money grcwth
from two year earlie~ to one year earlier had an effect on
prices.
1

-23There are several tests of whether including money
growth and the other variables improves the prediction of
price changes.

First is the significance of the coefficient

on the money growth rate; second is a test on the change in
the unexplained error when the additional variables are
included in the equation; and last is a test for remaining
serial correlation in the residuals of the estimated
equation.

This test checks for residual autocorrelation at

lags up to 20 quarters.

Each of these tests will be

discussed in detail below.
The simplest test cf

significa~ce

is the test that a

single coefficient is different from zero.
plished by comparing the

t-r~tio

This is accom-

-- the ratio of the

estimated coefficient to its estimated standard error
to the critical value of the t-statistic.

The calculated

''t" for the money growth coefficient in the regression
equation is 2.35.

This exceeds the critical value at the

95% confidence level so the null hypothesis that the
coefficient is zero can be rejected.
The hypothesis that all the ad2iti.onal coefficients
{other than lagged price) are different from zero can be
tested by observing the cl1ange in the unexplained errors
when the additional variables are added to the regression
equation.

-~24-

To make this test, one can compute the statistic:
F(h/n-k-1)

=

(SSRc·-SSI{u) /h

--

SSR /n-k-1
u

where SSR

is the sum of the squared residuals in the
c equation with the additional coefficients
constrained to be z2~0,

SSR

is the sum of the squared residuals in the
u full equation,

h is the number of constrained coefficients,and

n-k-1 is the number of degrees of freedom
in the full regression.
This computed value can be compared with the critical
value of the F statistic with h/n-k-1 degrees of freedom.
The calculated value of this statistic is 2.618.

This

exceeds the critical value of the F statistic with 17/68
degrees of freedom at the 99% confidence level.

Again, the

hypothesis that all the additional coefficients are zero can
be rejected.
The final test checks the residuals from the regression
for remaining autocorrelation.
as Pierce [11, p.

This is necessary because,

14] says, the results "may be misleading

if they ignore autocorrelaticn in the relevant series''.
a comment on Pierce's paper, Christopher Sims [12, p. 23]
points out, "for regression, the relevant series is the
regression res:Lduals".

In
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To check for remaining serial correlation in the
residuals, one can compute the statistic (see Feige and
Pearce [5, p. 504]):
Q -

T

(N-d) t r~(et)

k=l

where N is the number of observations,
d is the number of differences required for
stationarity -- zero in this case,

r~(et) is the squared cross-correlation
coefficient at lag k,and
T is the number of lags -- 20 in this case.
The value of this statistic can be compared to the
Chi-squared distribution with 20 degrees of freedom.

The

critical value of the Chi-squared distributlon with 20
degrees of freedom is 31.41.

The computed value of Q was

Since the computed value is less than the critical

4.9.

value, we can reject the hypothesis that the remaining error
is not random.
Other
---

P.esults
·----In addition to this equation, I rRn two other

experj.ments.

One was to divide money

parts: this was mentioned earlier.

gro~.vth

ir.to two

rrhe otl:H:"".L tt:st was

to run the equation above over the same period Feige
and Pearce used in their work.

After accounting for

lags, the estimation period was 1954 IV to 1971 II.

This equat.ion, a.s well as
in the Appendix.

th<:~

other experiment, is shmVP..
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The major result of this experiment was that over
the shorter period the coefficient on money growth was
not statistically significant.

As shown earlier,

however, this shorter period was a time of fairly stable
prices: not the persistent growth in prices that is
likely to result from money growth.

Thus, one might

conclude that Feige and Pearce have chosen a period
that is not appropriate for testing the relationship
between money and prices.

This is a limitation of the

method they used, however:

the periods of rapid

inflation likely to result from excess money growth
cannot be handled by the Box-Jenkins methods because
these periods are not stationary.

The results from the

earlier regression (when the extra years were included)
clearly indicate that when the observations with rapid
growth in prices are considered, money growth does
affect the growth of prices.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I have shown that the findings of no
relationship between money and prices given in a paper by
Feige and Pearce had three weaknesses.

These are:

1)

The metBod they 11'38'3_ c&nnc:t <12tc~c t: certain
relati0r.sl;.iF:. hetwP.en vari2b: ES:

2)

They have not held constant other factors that
can affect prices, ~nG

-273)

The relationship they tested does not correspond
to an economic ~heory that suggests that money
affects prices.

Furthermore, I have shown that when the theoretical
relationship between money and prices i£ correctly
specified, a significant effect can be found.

Specif-

ically, I found that when the effect of output, capacity,
utilizati.on and unit labor cost were taken into account,
the growth rate of money has a significant positive effect
on the growth rate of prices.
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APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL REGRESSION EQUATIONS
Range 1953 II to 1975 III
p

~

0.008-0.040q(-l)-0.518q(-2)-0.525q(-3)+0.159q(-4)
(0.98) (-0.16)
(-2.03)
(-1.99}
(0.60}
+0.085q(-5)+0.230c(-l)-0.442c(-2)
(0.62)
(1.28}
(-2.60}
-0.570c(-3}-0.153c(-4}+0.158c(-5}
(-3.14)
(-0.81)
(0.89)
+0.179u(-l}-0.066u(-2}+0.113u(-3)
(1.99)
(-0.56)
(0.92)
-0.23lu(-4)+0.025u(-5)+0.002p(-l)
(-1.85)
(0.27)
(0.02)
+0.262p(-2)+0. 064p(-·3)+0. 325p(-4)
(2.39)
(0.54)
(2.83)

+ 0 • ~ 0 Gp ( -· 5 ) + 0 • 131m(- 1 ) + 0 • 9 0 4 rn (··5 )
(1.52)

where~

(0.46)

(2.54)

p is the percentage change in the wholesale
prii::e index,
q is the percentage change in the GNP (1958$)'

c is thE: pcrce:ntc:i.qe cha:1ge in the unit labor

cost,

u

ii3 the loq of the utilization rate in
manufacturing, and

fo. is the

~.. vcr age percentage chan9e in money
supply over the precesding year.
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Range 1954 IV to 1971 II:
p

=

0.009-0.370q(-1)+0.037q(-2)+0.109q(-3}
(1.97) (-2.84)
(0.25)
(0.74)

-0.325q(-4)-0.075q(-5)+0.150u(-l)
(-2.19)
(-1.04)
(2.75)
-0.170u(-2)+0.025u(-3)+0.120u(-4)
(-2.19)
(0.30)
(1.48)
-0.102u(-5)+0.095p(-·l)+0.2D6p(·-2)
(-1.79)
(0.69)
(1.51)
-0.120p(-3)+0.077p(-4)-0.123p(-5)
(-0. 87)
(0. 60)
(-0. 96)
+0.351 mc-1>
(1.596)

il2

=

.327

where p, q, and u are as above and
ffi is the averag~ growth in the money supply

over the past two years.

(Note:

Unit labor costs were removed from this
equation be~ause of high multi-collinP.arity.)
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MONEY AND PRICES REVISITED

By
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(ABSTRAC'I')

This paper points out three weaknesses in the finding
of no relationship between money and prices given in a
recent paper by Edgar Feige and Douglas Pearce [Journal of
Political Economy, 84

No~

.3

(June 1976}, 499-522.]

The weaknesses are:

1)

The method they used cannot detect certain

2)

They have not held constant other factors
that could affect prices, and

3)

The relationship they tested does not
correspond to an economic theory suggesting
that money affects priceR.

relationships between variables,

'rhe theoretical lir.k bet·,,reen

mone~i

and prices is

discussed and a relationship consistent with the theory is
tested.

:•t

is fcund that whe:1 the d:fects e:.! output,

capacity utilization, and unit

l~bo~

costs are taken into

account, th2 Jrcw-t:.h rate of liloney has a sig·1d.ficant posi-

tive impact on the grc·wt. h :. :.:.;, te :if tJ·,c
1

·who~_esale

price index.

